
 

 
 

Challenge yourself with these slide puzzles while also learning fun facts about  

the breeding season! 

 

 

BELLA IN HER NEST 
As we mentioned in your first Adopt-An-Egg email, a breeding pair becomes interested in 

their nest during the breeding season. Once a female has decided on her nest and it is time 

to lay her eggs, she will often sit all throughout the day and night. As you can see in the 

photo of Bella below, feathers are seen stuck to the sides of the nest. The females pull out 

their belly feathers and fluff up their front feathers allowing for skin to egg contact for 

incubation.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Follow the link to play a slide puzzle with this picture!  

 

 

 

PREY DELIVERY  
Another sign that the pairs are getting ready to breed is 

increased interaction between the two, this is known as 

Breeding Behaviours. One of these interactions include          

Prey Delivery. The males show themselves to be good                 

providers by giving food to the female. This shows her that                

he will provide for them when she is in the nest almost                   

24/7 with their eggs and eventual chicks.  

Another slide puzzle for this picture is at this link!  

 

 

NSOBP Slide Puzzles 

https://puzzel.org/en/slidingpuzzle/play?p=-MVmgZKD809ZZ0m6e2GY
https://puzzel.org/en/slidingpuzzle/play?p=-MVmSSz_4fxETykOtqXs


 

TIME TO PULL THAT EGG 
When we get visual confirmation that there is an egg in the nest, the next step is waiting for 

the female to finally get off of the nest! As we mentioned in your second email, this can be a 

very short period of time. We watch the cameras very intently, prepared with a dummy egg to 

swap for her Spotted Owl egg. As you can see in the example photo below this action has to 

be carried out very delicately and quickly.   

 

 

Another fun puzzle here!  

INSIDE THE INCUBATOR 
Once the eggs are pulled from the nest it is time to start artificial incubation. As we 

mentioned in our week two email, incubation is a long process. Pictured below is a full 

incubator with chicken eggs. This shows us just how many eggs we can put into one 

incubator and we have four! 

 

 

Try out this final slide puzzle here!  

 

 

 

https://puzzel.org/en/slidingpuzzle/play?p=-MVmQFPiEER-n9Vl7iuP
https://puzzel.org/en/slidingpuzzle/play?p=-MWHkaGvByUODAnTJ3xw

